CASE STUDY
World Renowned Smart Wearable Technology Manufacturer Deploys CipherLab's RS51
And Improves Data Capturing Efficiency
Headquartered in Kansas, USA, having more than 65
offices around the world, and with the mission to make
products that are engineered on the inside for life on the
outside, the company adopted CipherLab's RS51 in its
Taiwan branch to help optimize the efficiency of
capturing production line information. The company
brings GPS navigation and wearable technology to the
automotive, aviation, marine, outdoor, and sports industries as an essential part of customers’
lives.
Having a principal need for capturing various types of data, the company requires a device that
supports versatile data collection functionality. The CipherLab RS51, a rugged touch mobile
computer, is capable of reading 1D/2D barcodes, RFID, and NFC applications, which is a
perfect solution for the company’s main demand: all data capturing needs provided in one
device. There's no more problems scanning barcodes to check equipment or inventory
information. The 4.7” display is easy for workers to read any broadcasted messages and
important notifications. Furthermore, CipherLab's RS51 series perfectly blends commercial
smartphone usability and enterprise functionality. The smartphone-like design means there's
only minimal training required for the worker. Beyond that, the RS51 is built with the most
reliable Wi-Fi and 4G/LTE connections for constant backend system data transmission and
real-time communication.
Aside from its superior product functionalities, CipherLab also provides immediate support to
any issues or questions raised by end users. We always do whatever we can to assist in
solving any problems quickly in order to reduce any inconvenience that may cause any
downtime or influence business operation. For that reason, the company has stated that it is
very satisfied with customer service that we provide.
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